Functionality
Users can interact with the CI infrastructure in three main ways:
CONTRIBUTING TO CI
Users can contribute to Collective intelligence by
• making collaborative annotation of OERs and other (eventually multimedia) Web
documents
• creating meaningful connections between people, resources and ideas
EXPLORING, USING AND REUSING CI
The CI infrastructure support/enable the exploration, use and reuse of Collective
Intelligence by capturing and structuring collective knowledge in form of meaningful
network of documents (OERs and other Web resources) and annotations (people’s
comments and ideas). CI exploration will be customizable by the users by choosing different
network representations and visual languages, by filtering data and by tagging and organizing
results in personal web spaces. The semantic of the network will be both users’ defined (by
asking users to make explicit the existing relation (semantic) between annotations) or system
suggested (with label matching, social network analysis, etc).
SEARCHING/QUERYING CI
By using the CI infrastructure users can interrogate or question the Collective Intelligence
by searching the network of collective annotations. Search will be allowed by annotation
type, semantic connections, people, keywords, tags etc. Moreover the CI infrastructure will
enable users to make structured search.
In the following we describe three educational scenarios of use of the CI infrastructure for
open learners similar scenario can be built to show applications for researcher and
practitioner in open education.

Scenario of Use
Scenario1: Collaborative Web Annotation with ‘Ideas’
Where ideas can be simple keywords (tags), statements (Questions, answers,
arguments), and paragraphs (general notes and summaries).
Anna is an undergraduate student who has to do a report describing the concept of
“resilience”. Anna starts browsing to find an OER that could help her to learn about the topic.
She goes to the OERcommon portal and types into the search box the word: “resilience”. Five
resources are retrieved, and two of them are quite relevant for Anna’s study. She annoteates
the first OER page with the word ‘resilience’ (Fig. 1) so that she can access the website
pointing to that OER later on, by searching by annotation. Moreover she posts a question to
the slidebar asking the other learners for a better resource that actually contains the definition
of resilience she is looking for (Fig. 1).
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She goes on with her research and she visits the second site and she annotates it as
‘resilience’. Moreover, she decides to leave a note in the slidebar with a short summary of the
OER she has just read, in particular for herself to remember in the future what it was about.
The assignment is for next week so she decides to stop and continue after dinner. When she
comes back she returns to her workspace, where she had saved her annotations/ideas, both
keyword annotations (tags), notes and questions, and decides to see if some of her
classmates actually answered the question she posted on the slidebar. She clicks to open the
question details and then she clicks the hyperlink to the site with that OER. She is happy to
discover that Michelle, one of her classmates, has answered her and suggested a website to
browse. She goes to the page pointed to by Michelle and she thinks that the new page is
relevant and decides to annotate (tag) it as “resilience” so that she can store it in her
workspace with the other pages.
At the end of the week, at the moment for report submission, Anna goes back to her Cohere
working space and searches by keyword. She types “resilience” in the search box and she
finds that, instead of her 2 sites, there are 5 other sites tagged as resilience by her classmate
Simon (Fig.2).
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She checks who has annotated the sites, and she decides to explore the sites also based on
how much she trusts the author’s experience in the subject matter. She trusts Simon, so she
starts exploring some of the resources he annotated. While navigating the sites she finds out
that Simon has also annotated the pages with interesting notes and comments. This helps
her to save time and to go straight to the point that is relevant for their assignment.
Summary and reflections
By using the Cohere plugin Anna was able to receive help from Michelle to find a definition of
resilience, moreover she could discover 6 new sites relevant for the assignment and finally
she saved time by reading notes and summaries that Simon posted to the OER pages. Her
friends’ notes and summaries worked as a filter of relevant information and she could finish
her assignment earlier and better than she could have done by working alone. Finally in her
personal working space she has now saved the relevant information she found plus the
pointers to other relevant information created, either by her friends or by making a direct
connection (i.e. Michelle providing an answer to her question), or automatically suggested by
the system, by label matching annotations.

Scenario 2: Making semantic connections between ‘ideas’
Anna is a last year Civil Engineering student who wants to learn more about global warming
and carbon emissions effect on the earth temperature. She starts navigating the web and
googleing different keywords such us “carbon emissions”. She ends up annotating and
tagging many websites. At some point on one OER site
(http://www.teachersdomain.org/resource/nsn08.sci.ess.watcyc.capcarbonint/) she finds an
interesting idea created by another user, Ivana. Ivana highlighted a couple of paragraphs in
the OER and annotated them with the following ‘idea’ “This OER speaks about several
potential means of storing carbon dioxide”. Anna finds this ‘idea’ interesting and she
bookmarks it by clicking on the star icon at the bottom of Ivana’s idea, since she considers
that she may use it in the future of her investigation.
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She keeps navigating OER repositories and looking for OERs about carbons emissions.
Finally she finds an interesting OER on the Open Learn site

(http://www.open.ac.uk/openlearn/home.php). She searches Open Learn units typing ‘carbon
emission’ in the search box. The system retrieves two modules. And one of these is
particularly interesting for Anna because it explains ‘what is a carbon footprint’. She decides
to tag and annotate the page with an idea underlying “How effects of carbon emissions can
be measured”.
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At this point Anna remembers this ‘idea’ relates to Ivana’s idea so she decide to create a
connections that links these two ideas. She clicks the ‘create a connection button’ and this
opens a dialogue box in which her idea is already filled in. Now she has to state the
semantics of the connection: “how she want to link the two ideas?” Since Anna would actually
like to suggest this resource to Ivana, she decides to label the connection as “is relevant
resource for”. This link type does not exist yet so she decides to add a new one.
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In order to finish filling in the connection dialogue box Anna also has to fill in the second idea.
So she browses her bookmarks and she selects Ivana’s idea. Then she clicks on the ‘create
connection’ button.
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At this point the connections tab in the Cohere slidebar will show the connection Anna
created.
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Each idea box has a connection icon from which Anna can access the view of other
connections around that idea, either created by herself or by other people. Anna clicks the
connections icon and opens the network view of connections focused on that idea. By doing
so she discovers many connections that Ivana has created.
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By exploring connections Anna discovers other interesting sites. What she really likes is that
those sites are not simply grouped by tag, they are specifically linked semantically, which
helps Anna to understand in which sense these Websites are relevant to the topic. i.e. in the
example in figure 6, Anna discovers that there is another OER, identified by Ivana, which
challenges the idea that carbon sequestration is a good option to reduce climate change.
Since so far she has studied learning resources explaining the positive sides of this option
she is really interested to learn about the drawbacks. She would have never found out about
that if it had not been for Ivana and the semantic connection she created.

Summary and reflections

By using Cohere extension Anna could discover and bookmark Ivana’s ideas,
and reuse them to create semantic connections between Ivana’s ideas and
her ideas. This helped Anna to discover other Websites and ideas relevant to
her investigation. By exploiting the description of the type of connection
(semantic of the connection) she was also able to identify resources that
triggered her critical thinking, since Ivana had labeled them as “challenging”
her idea. Moreover from Ivana’s point of view, next time she explored her
workspace she discovered a new connection, created by Anna, pointing
directly to one of her ideas, and suggesting a new interesting reference to
explore. The simple connection that Anna has created has established, from
now on, a meaningful link from Anna’s and Ivana’s network of ideas and
connections. These ideas and connections can be used by them and by any
other learners to enrich their understanding on carbon emissions. In fact any
other user navigating that OERs, and with a Cohere add-on installed, will be
able to access Anna’s and Ivana’s ideas, semantic connections and Websites
directly from the sidebar while they are navigating the Web.

Scenario 3: Engaging in structured online scholarly
discussions.

Anna is a post-graduate student of Journalism and she has to write an article
on climate change skepticism. She decides to start exploring Web articles
from different online media (Newspapers and TV Channels) on the topic. She
finds an article on the BBC news site on the top 10 claims of climate skeptics
(http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/in_depth/629/629/7074601.stm). She then starts a
fine grained exercise of annotating the page, highlighting the arguments and
counterarguments for each position presented in the article.
The same assignment had been given to her classmates so eventually one of
her friends, Rebecca, ends up on the same BBC news site and finds all the
ideas created by Anna.
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Rebecca, who does not sympathize with skeptics’ positions, starts questioning
the assumption presented in the paper, she is particularly interested to the
claim that “computer model are not reliable” therefore she starts navigating
the Web looking for resources and evidences that challenges this claim. She
ends up on the Climate Wizard website (http://www.climatewizard.org/) in
which the University of Washington presents results of simulations, based on
scientifically sound climate models, that show how climate change will effect
specifically problematic areas of the globe. Here, she discovers that Jack, one
of Rebecca and Anna’s Classmate has already annotated the site. She
decides to direct Anna’s attention to this site, as it is questioning the
assumptions and ideas on which she is basing her article. Rebecca does this
with the Cohere plugin by creating a semantics connection between Jack’s
and Anna’s ideas.
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Rebecca feels that Jack holds a similar positions to her and that he is actually
against the skeptics visions on climate change, therefore she decides to
check out Jack’s Cohere User Page to read other ideas and resources that
jack has annotated. She can access the page by simply clicking on Jack’s
picture in the slidebar. She finds another interesting idea on the Climate
Interactive site (http://climateinteractive.org/). The site presents the work of a
group of researchers in technology and climate science, which engages in
developing user-friendly simulations based on scientifically sound climate
models. She then decides to connect this idea of Jacks as challenging the
assumption introduced by Anna that “computer model are not reliable”.
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After she creates the two connections, Jack, who is at the same time working
on his assignment, sees in the connections slidebar that Rebecca has
connected his ideas to Anna’s idea. He finds Anna’s idea quite interesting and
of course he holds a quite critical position against it. Therefore he decides to
directly address Anna with a question. He does it by creating a question:
“Where is the evidence for this assertion?” and connecting it directly to Anna’s
idea. After that he decides to navigate the resource associated to Anna’s idea
by clicking on the link to the source clip that is placed in the slidebar under
Anna’s idea. In this way Jack finally discovers the BBC news article, which he
finds quite interesting to read.
Even if they were initially doing their assignments alone Anna, Jack and
Rebecca are now engaging in an interesting online discussion on climate
skepticism. The Cohere allows them to view and explore this discussion as a
network of annotations.
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By exploring the network of claims and by reading the semantics of the
connections, Anna, Jack and Rebecca, or any other learner, can understand
the ongoing discussion. In particular it is easy to make sense of what the
different positions are, and also the positions held by the different users
engaged in the discussion.
Summary and reflections
By using Cohere extension Anna, Jack and Rebecca found a way to learn
from each other’s work, while caring on with their individual tasks. Moreover
the Cohere plugin has enabled Anna, Jack and Rebecca to engage in a
structured online scholarly discussion on climate change positions. This
discussion will affect the results of their work in a positive way since they will
have been supported, and will have worked not in isolation but in a
collaboratively engaging way. Moreover Anna, Jack and Rebecca have
directly experienced that there are different world views and positions to
consider in their investigation, they have learned also to be self-critical and to
defend their positions by basing them on resources and evidence. This
scenario gives an example of how the Cohere plugin is a tool for learners to
exercise their critical thinking and engage in online scholarly discussion.

